
Grand Theft Auto Mission Pack:London 1969

Grand Theft Auto is back. And this time it knows football is played 
with a round ball. Set in London in 1969, the game works on a 
number of levels. Alongside the predictably aggresive gameplay, the 
game attempts to show the seductive but ultimately destructive 
glamour of a life of crime to a street hoodlum drawn progressively 
further into a nightmare criminal underworld of theft, killing, drugs, 
extortion and prostitution. At the same time the game is a parody of 
all the great British films and TV series of the 1960s and 1970s. 

The player starts as a criminal looking for work. He soon finds it. Or 
it finds him. Initially working for Harold Cartwright, a failing 
gangster and former mod, he can, if he has what it takes, if he wants to
be a face in town, work his way to the very top, meeting a number of 
very unsavoury characters along the way. Finally, he comes under the 
wings of the legendary Crisp Twins, London’s most feared siblings, 
but a pair whose star is starting to wane. London can be yours, but as 
betrayal and brutality engulf your world, you’ve got to keep a level 
head, keep earning the readies and keep driving a smart motor. Or 
you’ll have your head kicked in, and no mistake, sunshine. You’re 
playing with the big boys now, and we haven’t had our dinner. So, my
boy, only one question remains... do you want in? If so, get to bloody 
work. If not, go and play with your action man, and stop wastin’ our 
time. Alright?

Featuring the hippest sounds, cool cats, and the hottest transport since
Challenger, Grand Theft Auto London also features some of London’s
most famous landmarks and most embarrassing memories. Mods, 
hippies, old school crims and the police all attempt to deal with a 
corrupt judiciary, addled aristocracy and a host of new social 
problems, fresh to England’s once peaceful shores. And maybe, just 
maybe, we know what happened to a famous Lord whose nanny got 
painted all over the nursery. So don’t be a slag. You tart.



Game Summary:

To climb the Corporate ladder of crime, you
must do the “jobs” that Your boss asks, in 
the timeframe provided.  Success is well 
rewarded.  Failure is not tolerated.  Drive, 
Walk, Run, and Shoot your way out of and 
into all sorts of trouble.

Key Features:

· First mission pack for the Playstation..
· All New Missions, Cars, Characters, Maps
· Everything you loved about GTA, now Totally 

London.
· Features Authentic Sounds of London, from the 

appropriate time period. 
· Booty-Shaking Sountrack featuring Chart-

Topping Ska and Groovy period music.
· Over 20 Different Vehicles 
· Over 32 New Missions
· Authentic Streets and Sights of London
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